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Story Teller by:  Jeff Wolf

What have you all been into this winter?????

 Here we are in the latter part of March, the weather is wet but much warmer here in the Southeast than it has been, we’re consistently staying warmer 
throughout the day, and the sun is staying out longer thanks to Daylight Savings time.  We have been able to enjoy our rides a few days this winter.
We understand that many of the folks in the Northeast part of the US are socked in with snow, but one thing I’m sure of is that many of us are ready for spring, 
where we can get out and get, let our rides see some sunlight, clean them off and get ready to hit the highways and bi-ways ready for the kickoff of the 2018 
Outdoor Car Show Season!!!

 The indoor show season for many of us here in the US has been in full swing since January, and those in the parts of the US where it doesn’t really get 
cold have been enjoying their cars year around.

 We have spent countless hours watching live video feeds from the indoor shows and the coverage of the shows where folks are that enjoy year-round nice 
weather.  We are also in process of completing this month’s issue of the magazine.

 We have been carefully planning our 2018 Car show schedule, focusing on new and exciting coverage for you for 2018.  Our plan this year is to go back 
to some places we haven’t been in a while and to go to places we’ve never been before and soak it all in.
 
 We have also working on some new stuff for the Magazine for this year.  We’ll let the cat out of the bag when the time is right and the projects have come 
to a close and are ready for production.  We’ve also been working on a few improvement projects for the “Hot Rod Haven”.  For those of you who are not fa-
miliar with the term, this is the name we have affectionately given our office here at the headquarters of WMM.

 We recently just closed on a plan to go and see some killer drag racing at Beech Bend Raceway in Bowling Green, Kentucky.  We’ll get to see some of our 
old friends and hang out with them for the day and gather some coverage for you guys as they race for the GOLD!!!!

What have you all been into this winter?  We’d really like to hear from you!!!!!  WMM
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In September of 2017, we had to make a trip to Austin, Texas for work and 
while there we just had to find some automotive activities to attend that 
would extend our trip by a day.  And that we did, we hit a tri-fecta of auto-
motive goodness.

We were searching through our favorite show listing guide and while we 
didn’t find any of the local shows that we used to attend, we did find a 
show that we hadn’t attended before.  This show was a benefit show called 
Hill Country Rally For Kids, located in the Historic District of Dripping 
Springs, Texas on Mercer Street.

We had never been to this show before but we we love Dripping Springs 
as our friend Mercury Charlie own’s a shop on the way to this show, so we 
were obviously in on going.

On this Saturday, there was a great turnout, the weather was AWESOME 
with temps in the 80’s and there was a nice breeze!!  When we got there 
we learned it was a historic district which made for some awesome photo 
opportunities and we even go to see some our old friends from back in the 
days when we lived in Texas.

So without further adue, enjoy our coverage of the Dripping Springs Car 
Show.  WMM
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This ‘30 Ford Coupe just 
screams hot rod with its 4 
carbed Chrysler Hemi, wide 
whites and flat back paint!!!!
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This ‘67 Chevelle SS is a 396 backed with 
an M20 Muncie tranny has all original 
Tahoe Turquoise paint the rarest of them 
all.  It’s L35 396 is numbers and backs to a 
12 bolt posi rearend with 3.55 gears.  
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This is one rare Chevelle and was built 
in Freemont, Califiornia.  The Chevelle 
was rotisserie restored in 2008, it now 
has tripple plated chrome, show quality 
stainless trim, perfect date coded glass.

All NOS date coded or original parts 
were used throughout and the car still 
retains all of its original sheet metal!!

Stunning!!!

Inside the cockpit the owners has the 778 
medium Turquoise interior, power steering, 
power brakes, floor console, strato bucket 
seats and a very rate “blinker tach”.

I’m normally all about customization, but 
there is no way in the world I could cus-
tomize an all original, rare numbers match-
ing big block Chevelle!!!
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This ‘68 Chevrolet Ca-
maro is eye popping 
with its orange paint 
and white stripes!!  The 
grey 5 spokes are nice 
as is the houndstooth 
interior!!
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Marty Sampson of Austin, Texas own’s 
this killer ‘40 Ford aka “Thumper”  

The exterior is painted in PPG Lexus Sa-
vannah and Lexus Sierra Sand with PPG 
Vibrance Prizmatic Flake!
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(top)  the power comes from an LS1 Corvette engine backed by a 4L60-E
(bottom)  The gauges are Classic Instruments with a banjo steering wheel!

The interior is Cholocate Fudge Ultra Leather and 
suede installed by Twin City Upholstery.  The seats are 
6 way GTO seats!!!
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This was one of the cool, killer cars that Mercuy 
Charlie brought out from his garage that he had 
for sale at the show!!!  Buy it and drive it, or 
take it to Mercury Charlie’s garage for a com-
plete redo/customization!!!!
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This ‘70 Pontiac GTO is all original and 
is shown with the Orbit Orange color.  
Its got white vinyl interior and is true       
muscle!!!
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This ‘57 Ford Thunderbird really 
popped in the Texas sun with the Azure 
Blue exterior and white interior.  The 
wide whites are super nice with the blue 
steel wheels and chrome caps!  
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The T-bird has awesome white interior with darker blue seat belts 
and is equipped with Air Condition when Texas sun becomes to hot 
to have the top down!.

The engine is a nicely detailed Ford Y-Block which gives the little 
T-Bird plenty of get up and go!
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This ‘55 Buick Special was one of my 
favorites from the show.  It has a mild 
custom treatment, a bit of an altitude ad-
justment and that paint and wide white 
wall and wheel combo drew me in!!!
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What a cool truck we 
have here. The paint is 
flawless, the color, per-
fect and the American 
5 spokes polished to the 
max!!
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The engine compartment is nice and clean, we loved the finned valve 
covers and it’s equipped with A/C for those hot Texas days!

The interior is done in grey cloth, the dash is nice with aftermarket 
gauges just a super clean driver!!
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This cool coupe has just the right 
hot rod look, from the fire engine 
red paint, to the black scallops 
outlined in white to the polished 
headers and detailed engine to the 
wide whites and black steelies with 
chrome caps!!
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Was Elvis present this day?  
Maybe if his pink caddy was ‘61, 
lowered, with lakes pipes and a 
late model LS engine under the 
hood.  
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We are also not sure if Elvis’ Caddy had a custom painted roof on his 
pink caddy...but this one did and we really liked it.

The ‘61 Caddy Coupe De-ville had a mostly stock interior sans the air ride 
suspension gauges mounted under the A/C unit.
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This ‘28 Ford Roadster Pickup 
caught our eye with the tannish 
green exterior, black top and red 
steelies and chrome rings and 
caps!!
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The interior of the RPU was neat, clean and simple with the peanut 
colored leather, high end carpet and our favorite feature...3 pedals!!

The bed was also nicely detailed with oak wood, polished stainless 
hardware and a custom antique box that may have been the fuel 
tank?
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This deep purple ‘32 Ford Roadster has to 
be one of my favorite colors of all the road-
sters I’ve even seen, check out the way it 
pops in the sun.  The interior is no different, 
check out the shifter knob!!
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This Roadster was very nice in its 
own right!  Red with black and grey 
interior along with grey cas5 spoke 
wheels!!
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A burnt orange Chevrolet Camaro SS 
with white rally stripes and polished 5 
spokes and hide a way headlights never 
fails!!!
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This ‘30 Ford 5 Window had light gray 
paint, was super clean and had chrome 
wheels with wide whites and a dark red 
frame and suspension!!!  HOT ROD!!!
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Some say that you can have any 
color as long as it’s black.  That’s 
exactly what Henry said when he 
produced this ‘32 Ford 5 Win-
dow!!  I wonder what he would 
say about the red steelies, and 
chrome caps and rings?
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Any true Hot Rodder or Custom car enthusiast 
does not simply travel to Austin, Texas without 
stopping in to say hello to Mercury Charlie and 
check out the latest round of projects he’s work-
ing on!!  We had to go see our good friend Char-
lie on the way back from the Dripping Springs 
show.

Here is Charlie’s current daily driver 
his red and black Mercury Monclair!  
We love the two-tone paint treatment, 
red steal wheels and chrome hub caps 
wrapped in white wall tires!!!  
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As many times as I’ve visited Charlie’s shop, rather it was his 
old one or the newer one, I never see the same automobilia!!!

A peson could literaly spend hours walking around his shop looking at 
all of the cool hot rod and custom decor and comeback again next time 
and see something that you had missed on the previous visit!  
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Anyone who knows me or has ever been to a car show or on a road trip with me knows I love to plan every minute of the trip, including activities, and 
even meal stops especially if the co-pilot is just along for the ride and doesn’t have any areas of interest along the way.  I’m die hard, and I also have 
backup plans in case the previous plans don’t pan out.  You also know that I’m very spontaneous and due to my diehard automotive drive and deter-
mination will drive hours if I think there is a cool automotive event at the destination or in this case it’s still daylight when the previous plans have 
been completed.  

That’s exactly what we did here, we went to see Charlie, went to the car show, had some killer grub, but realized that after all that activity it was still 
daylight on my last evening in Austin.  So what did we do?  We drove a bit out of the way to attend an evening of Drag Racing at yet another favorite 
hang out while in Texas....San Antonio Raceway in San Antonio, Texas!!!  While we did put some extra miles on the rental car, sat in traffic for a while 
and even had time to kill at some antique shops close to town, we still had a wonderful evening at the drag strip.  Check out some of coverage from the 
evening!  WMM
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Mary & Larry Reep has this Outlaw Fuel 
Altered called the “Grim Reeper”  It was 
cool to watch her race and even more fun 
to watch her crew work, and to get to talk 
to her and get her autograph!
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The Chatanooga Choo-Choo was one of two 
jet powered that made a few exhibition runs 
during the event.  If you have never seen a jet 
car run, you have to add this to your bucket 
list, you will be glad you did!!!
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Here we have the Cannon Ball Express 
it was the other jet powered car that did 
several exibition runs throughout the 
evening!  WOW!!!!!
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All good things must come to an end, we had a 
blast during our visit to Austin, Texas.  We are 
very greatful to get to see and spend time with 
all of our old friends during our short trip.  Till 
we meet again!!!
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Wide Whitewalls
Cruisin’ Cuisine!

We here at Wolf Motorsports Magazine would like to introduce you to 

Wide Whitewalls - Cruisin’ Cuisine!!!

What is Wide Whitewalls Cruisin’ Cuisine you may ask?  A:  Wide 
Whitewalls - Cruisin’ Cuisine will be the newest section of the magazine 
that will highlight and introduce to you the best places to eat that this 
country has to offer.  

What else will this section of the magazine contain?  A:  It will show 
photos of the restaurant(s) that are featured during that particular month.  
The restaurant will normally be pretty close to the car show that is covered 
for that particular issue.

When will Wide Whitewalls - Cruisin’ Cuisine begin?  A:  WWW-CC 
will begin with the 6th Anniversary - June issue of Wolf Motorsports Mag-
azine!  

Why is this section being added to a car magazine?  A:  The answer 
to this one is simple, when we are cruising all over the US to attend car 
shows, we have to eat!  And, we’re not sure about you all, but we are al-
ways looking for the best place close to the car show where we can chow 
down, either before, during, or after the car show!  It’s that simple!  My 
other hobby besides everything car related is everything FOOD related!!!   
So, we wanted to add something that we think you will find usefull and 
enjoyable in your travels!!!

We here at WMM would like to hear about your favorite places, to 
eat and would love to share photos of them.  If you would like to share 
please email us at:  contactus@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com
May you enjoy the best flavor profiles on your automotive journeys!!
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During our trip to Dripping Springs, we had lunch at this cool place called “Homespun 
Kitchen and Bar”.  It doesn’t look like much on the outside, however, what good resta-
ruant ever does?  You have to inside check out the decor, the entertainment, the friend-
ly staff and the awesome food!!!!  Homespun Kitchen and Bar is located at 131 E Mer-
cer St in Dripping Springs, Texas.  
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I know it’s not normal, but I ate my plate before snapping a photo, but this 
delicious dish is my buddies and it consists of homemade bacon mac and 
cheese with 4 large shrimp to top it off!!  It was absolutely awesome!!!

This gentleman entertained us during our meal as he played all different 
types of music.  He was really good and played a wide variety of tunes.
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As you can see here the dining room is very comfortable, clean and has 
tons of cool decor.  In the photo on the next page you can see they have a 
fire place for those cooler Texas days and evenings.
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For Sale
2005 Chevrolet  SSR

 
LS-2 V8 - 390 hp - 405 lb ft tq

4 Wheel Disk Brakes, Body Color Interior trim
Covered/Carpeted Bed

Power Windows/Locks/Top
Black Leather, Bose Stereo, 6 Disc CD Changer

Black/Red Trim SSR Floormats
Chrome Wheels 19x8 Front/20x10 Rear

Color:  Ricochet Silver Metallic
 only 1226 built in this color

 (rarest color of all 2005 SSR’s)
Total Build of 2005 SSR’s World Wide:  7279

Odometer:  33,138 (Currently)  
(will be garage kept and not driven in rain, 

but will be driven to car shows 
and enjoyed until sold)

Call:  Jeff @ 615-319-6238 - Located in Murfreesboro, Tennessee
More Details & Photos available

Price:  $22,000  USD obo
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April Issue Preview
6th Annual

Goodguys Nostalgia Nationals
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National Street Rod Association ®

2018 EVENT SCHEDULE
Southeast Street Rod Nationals

April 6th, 7th & 8th, 2018
Florida State Fairgrounds

Tampa, Florida
Southwest Street Rod Nationals

April 13th, 14th & 15th, 2018
State Fair Park

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Western Street Rod Nationals
April 27th, 28th & 29th, 2018

Kern County Fairgrounds
Bakersfield, California

Street Rod Nationals South
May 4th, 5th & 6th, 2018

Chilhowee Park & Exposition Center
Knoxville, Tennessee

Mid-America Street Rod Nationals
May 25th, 26th & 27th, 2018
Ozark Empire Fairgrounds

Springfield, Missouri
Street Rod Nationals East
June 1st, 2nd & 3rd, 2018

York Expo Center
York, Pennsylvania

Rocky Mountain Street Rod Nationals
June 22nd, 23th & 24th, 2018
Colorado State Fairgrounds

Pueblo, Colorado
Street Rod Nationals®

August 2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th, 2018
Kentucky Exposition Center

Louisville, Kentucky
Street Rod Nationals North

September 7th, 8th & 9th, 2018
Kalamazoo County Expo Center & Fairground

Kalamazoo, Michigan
Northeast Street Rod Nationals

September 14th, 15th & 16th, 2018
Champlain Valley Exposition

Burlington, Vermont
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Youradvertisement 
goes here!!

if would like to place an ad, 
send us an email to: 

contactus@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com 
for special pricing 

and media kit information..
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www.oldrustinweeds.com   www.hiboys.com       www.aemgarage.com
www.gearheadgazzette.com                 www.darrylstarbird.com           www.redmonsrockinrides.com
www.hotrodthreads.com                      www.goodoleboyssandiedgo.com   www.btskustomz.com
www.good-guys.com                             www.hatfieldrestorations.com                      www.savethesalt.org
www.mercurycharlie.com                    www.vintageair.com                              www.rainsongphotography.com
www.gtacc.org     www.newstalgiawheel.com
www.ridetech.com           www.gmperformanceparts.com/erod
www.theisca.com       www.SEMA.org
www.autorama.com/casi                   www.larrywilliamsgraphics.com
www.lokar.com       www.motoraustin.com
www.barrygrant.com        www.nhra.com
http://www.johndagostinokustomkars.com/

Cruisin’ the Information Super Highway..........
The February 2010 issue of Wolf Motorsports Magazine marked another first, the addition of “Cruisin’ the Information Super High-
way....!

This section of the magaizne showcases links to special interest areas of the World Wide Web that deals with our love for the hobby!  Sit back 
in your easy chair, grab a refreshing drink and expand your daily entertainment value with web sites that will get your mind 
wondering!!!!!  
Enjoy the latest addition!!

Wolf Motorsports Magazine



Calling ALL WOMEN HOT RODDERS!!!!
Don’t let the guys have all the fun!!!

Check out and subscribe to Wolf Motorsports Magazine!!!!
www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com
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Bench Racing
Bench Racing is defined in several different ways.  The urban dictionary defines Bench Racing as:

1.  To discuss quarter mile elapsed time of a car based on a list of modifications or horsepower estimate.
2.  To discuss the estimated output (in horsepower) of one engine versus another based on lists of modifications 
done to each engine.
3.  To discuss the estimated output (in horsepower) of one engine versus another based on lists of modifications 
done to each engine.

While I do agree with the Urban Dictionary’s definition of Bench Racing, Bench Racing in the context of this 
section of the magaine will be defined as:
1.  Discussion of ANYTHING  automobile related between at least two individuals with the goal of passing 
time at a car show, sharing automotive related ideas, opinions or entertaining themselves or others.  

Please feel free to share your bench race session wtih the readers by emailing:
benchracing@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com

Let’s Bench Race!!!  benchracing@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com

How much bench racing have you been doing this winter??

 I really think that compared to previous winters, that we really haven’t 
bench raced too much this winter.  We have had different priorities to take care 
of, some of the friends who we would normally bench race with have also had 
different priorities, so it’s been pretty quiet and light on the bench racing front.
 Are we losing interest, you may ask?  Not a chance!!!!  Not a permanent 
chance anyway, it’s just the focus has temporarily changed for us for a bit, and 
for others it may be more of a long-term change of focus.  But hey it happens!
 I truly believe that this year in 2018 our bench racing sessions will 
change a bit as we continue to meet new and interesting people who share the 
same focus and drive as we do, pretty much eating, sleeping, breathing and 
dreaming about this hobby of ours and where the future is headed!!!
 One of my focus areas this year is to meet more folks at the shows, hear 
their stories and hopefully forge a long term friendly relationship, where we 
look forward to seeing each other every year at the shows that we attend across 
the US.  Enjoy your spring, if and when it finally gets to your area!!  WMM


